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1 People v. Gonzalez, 68 N.Y.2d 424, 427, 509   
N.Y.S.2d 796, 799 (1986). 

Recently, we successfully defended a 
Hospital as well as two individually 
named obstetrician/gynecologists in 

New York State Supreme Court, Kings Coun-
ty. During the course of that trial, we faced 
and successfully defended against plaintiff ’s 
counsel’s application for a missing witness 
charge against the Hospital for failure to call 
a so-called material witness. A missing witness 
charge would have allowed the jury to draw an 
unfavorable inference based on the Hospital’s 
failure to have a witness testify who would nor-
mally be expected to support that party’s ver-
sion of events.1 

By way of background, the trial surround-
ed the alleged malpractice relating to plaintiff ’s 
cesarean section and subsequent emergent 
hysterectomy which resulted in a transection 
of one of her ureters. The plaintiff sued the 
Hospital and two of the three physicians in-
volved in the surgery. The true focus of the 
litigation and trial surrounded the alleged fail-
ure to call for an urological consult intraop-
eratively to assess and immediately repair the 
transected ureter. Plaintiff ’s counsel claimed 
that the Hospital was vicariously liable for 
the alleged negligence of the two named de-
fendant obstetrician/gynecologists as well as a 
third non-party physician. This third non-par-
ty physician was called to the operating room 
by one of the defendant physicians to assist in 
a laparotomy and hysterectomy following a 

post-partum hemorrhage. During the course 
of discovery, plaintiff ’s counsel never sought 
this non-party deposition, and, at trial, the 
evidence confirmed that this non-party physi-
cian had privileges at the defendant Hospital 
but was not an employee. Despite being ad-
vised during the early stages of the trial that 
the defense would not be calling this physician 
as a witness, plaintiff ’s counsel did not subpoe-
na the non-party to testify on his case. Not-
withstanding plaintiff ’s counsel’s decision not 
to subpoena this non-party physician for trial 
testimony, a missing witness charge was sought 
against the Hospital on the grounds that this 
individual was a material witness to the case. 
Plaintiff ’s counsel argued that this uncalled 
physician was involved in examining the ureter 
injury, participated in the decision not to call 
an intraoperative urological consult, and thus, 
was a material witness. The Bill of Particulars 
alleged that the Hospital was vicariously liable 
for all hospital personnel who rendered care to 
the plaintiff, though this physician was never 
specifically named until plaintiff ’s expert dis-
closure was served shortly before trial. While 
plaintiff ’s counsel’s application for a missing 
witness charge was extensively entertained and 
considered by the Court, it was ultimately de-
nied as a result of some strategic preemptive 
steps that were taken by the defense. 

The Court of Appeals has held that “the 
mere failure to produce a witness at trial, stand-



ing alone, is insufficient to justify the charge. Rather, 
it must be shown that the uncalled witness is knowl-
edgeable about a material issue upon which evidence 
is already in the case; that the witness would naturally 
be expected to provide non-cumulative testimony fa-
vorable to the party who has not called him; and that 
the witness is available to and under the control of such 
party.”2 

The first element in establishing a prima facie en-
titlement to a missing witness charge is that the un-
called witness must be knowledgeable about a material 
issue upon which evidence is already in the case. This, 
of course, will be fact specific and depend on the par-
ticular circumstances of that case. However, the second 
element is whether the information possessed by the 
uncalled witness would be cumulative at trial. It is well 
settled that in order to meet the second element of the 
prima facie entitlement, the uncalled witness must be 
expected to give non-cumulative testimony favorable 
to the party against whom the charge is sought.2 This 
element is, in itself, two-fold. The first part is whether 
there is other information, such as records or testimo-
ny, in evidence that would make the uncalled witness’s 
testimony cumulative. In our case, the entirety of the 
alleged negligence occurred in the operating room over 
the course of a couple of hours. Since two other phy-
sicians testified at trial about this finite period of time 
and the Hospital chart was in evidence, this uncalled 
physician would elicit nothing but cumulative testi-
mony and there was no evidence proffered to indicate 
otherwise.  

The next half of the second element of the prima 
facie entitlement to a missing witness charge is whether 
the party facing the missing witness charge has control 
over the uncalled witness. Control in this circumstance 
refers to the relationship between the witness and the 
party opposing the missing witness charge. For in-
stance, an uncalled witness that clearly has an adverse 
interest or who is a former employee that cannot be 
located, has not been considered to be a missing witness 
as it cannot reasonably be expected that he/she could or 
would be called a witness at trial.3 However, the com-
mentary to Pattern Jury Instructions states that “[c]on-
trol is used in a very broad sense and includes a witness 
under the influence of the party as well as one under the 
party’s employment or management…” Thus, the issue 
of control is rather broad and can become particularly

 murky, as it did in our case, when the uncalled witness 
is not a current or former employee but has privileges 
at the defendant Hospital. We successfully argued that, 
even if the uncalled physician had privileges at the Hos-
pital, the evidence indicated that the physician was not 
an employee of the Hospital, and, most compellingly, 
that the defense required an Arons authorization to even 
interview this witness. Thus, it was argued that this wit-
ness was not under the control of the defense.

The third and final element of the prima facie 
entitlement is the physical availability of the uncalled 
witness to testify. The party opposing the missing wit-
ness charge has the burden to prove that the uncalled 
material witness is unavailable. Generally, providing ev-
idence to the Court that a witness is beyond the Court’s 
jurisdiction is sufficient, particularly if the testimony 
is likely to be cumulative, though there is case law to 
suggest that the availability is a question of fact for the 
jurors. In our case, since the uncalled physician had 
privileges at the defendant Hospital and was clearly lo-
cated in the New York, there was limited argument to 
be made about availability, though, again it was reiter-
ated that the uncalled witness was equally as available 
to all parties as he was not under control of any party.  

While there are three main elements to estab-
lish entitlement of a missing witness charge, there is 
technically a fourth element that can be an easy pitfall 
for both the party seeking the missing witness charge 
and the party opposing it. This element surrounds the 
prerequisite that the party seeking the charge must 
“promptly notify the court that there is an uncalled 
witness believed to be knowledgeable about a materi-
al issue pending in the case, that such witness can be 
expected to testify favorably to the opposing party and 
that such party has failed to call him to testify”1. The 
issue must be raised as soon as practicable so that the 
Court can appropriately exercise its discretion and the 
parties can tailor their trial strategy to avoid a substan-
tial possibility of surprise. The issue of promptness is 
often complicated by witnesses identified in the Notices 
of Trial Witnesses. As is common strategy and practice 
for trial, a Notice of Trial Witnesses often contains the 
names of witnesses who will not ultimately testify at tri-
al. However, when it becomes apparent that a noticed 
witness is not going to be called to testify, it is import-
ant to expeditiously alert opposing counsel. Arguably, if 
opposing counsel is unaware that the material witness 
is not being called, they may not be aware of the need 
to seek a missing witness charge until the end of trial. 
This, of course, can impact trial strategy. 

In our case, the defense decided not to call this 
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non-party physician as the testimony was not expected to 
be helpful to the overall liability defense theme. Plaintiff ’s 
counsel was alerted prior to the close of his case that this 
witness was not going to be called by the defense so that 
it was still a viable option for this witness to be subpoe-
naed by plaintiff. By purposely advising plaintiff ’s counsel 
that this potential material witness was not going to be 
called by the defense, it enabled us to argue that plaintiff ’s 
counsel could have subpoenaed this witness for testimony 
on his case and that his application for a missing witness 
charge, first made during the charge conference, was un-
timely.  

Ultimately, the Court heard arguments on both 
sides and denied the plaintiff ’s application for a missing 
witness charge against the Hospital in its entirety on the 
basis that the witness was not under the Hospital’s con-
trol. As there are multiple elements required for a missing 
witness charge, there are also multiple arguments to be 
made in opposition. The key is preemptive thinking. 

Michael A. Sonkin is a Senior Partner at Mar-
tin Clearwater & Bell LLP. His legal practice 
primarily encompasses medical malpractice 
matters in which he defends individual phy-
sicians and major teaching hospitals, as well 
as, general liability and professional liability 
matters. 

Samantha E. Shaw is an Associate at Martin 
Clearwater & Bell LLP where she focuses her 
practice on the defense of medical malprac-
tice matters. 

Obstetricians are a favorite target of plaintiffs’ lawyers 
 because “baby cases” usually pose the potential for 
the largest jury awards and, hence, the largest contingency 
fees for the plaintiffs’ lawyers. One of the most common 
allegations plaintiffs assert is that there was a delay in rec-
ognition and treatment of the early signs of fetal distress. 

As a practical matter, obstetricians should under-
stand how and why plaintiffs’ attorneys decide who to 
sue in a particular lawsuit. In any case involving a brain 
damaged baby, maternal death or serious injury, the 
amount of a potential jury award is usually many multi-
ples of the limits of the malpractice insurance available 
for the midwife. As a result, plaintiffs will invariably sue 
the obstetrician in order to have access to the obstetri-
cian’s malpractice policies. Plaintiffs’ lawyers are very 
creative in finding areas to attack the obstetrician in a 
case where usually the problem started under the care of 
a midwife.

Of course, the failure to recognize and prompt-
ly treat warning signs may lead to greater liability for 
all physicians, but this is particularly true for obstetri-
cian-gynecologists who form “collaborative relation-
ships” with midwives under New York law. While mid-
wives may be able to provide similar pre-natal, delivery 
and postpartum care in low risk situations, they still re-
quire physician services if and when complications arise. 

This may increase medical malpractice risk by causing 
physicians to treat patients who arrive in more critical 
conditions. Some of the more common emergency sit-
uations that start under the care of a midwife, but end 
up in the lap of the obstetrician, are prolapsed cords, 
maternal hemorrhaging, and shoulder dystocia cases. Of 
course the problem with such emergencies is that they 
require very prompt treatment and even a few minutes 
of delay can be the difference between an acceptable out-
come and a disaster. Even though the emergency arose 
initially under the care of a midwife, plaintiffs’ attorneys 
will argue, as just one example, that the obstetrician 
failed to provide the proper instructions over the phone 
while he or she was en route to aid the midwife (and 
when in the hot seat, the midwife will - not unexpect-
edly - support the plaintiffs’ claim in order to deflect 
exposure from herself ).

 For this reason, physicians in the New York metro-
politan area must be very cautious and meticulous when 
forming collaborative relationships with midwives, as 
well as allowing doulas to be present (and act as patient 
supporters), to ensure that such collaborations do not 
increase their personal medical malpractice risk. 

NY Education Law, Section 6951, aims to protect 
patients by ensuring that physician led care can be ac-
cessed and provided if complications arise that midwives 
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are unable to adequately remedy. This is achieved by 
requiring midwives to establish a collaborative relation-
ship with a physician or hospital to enable “consulta-
tion, collaborative management and referral to address 
the health status and risks of [] patients.”1 Midwives are 
also required to maintain documentation of such col-
laborative relationships, which is to be made available 
to patients. 

Clearly, obstetricians must be aware of the potential 
risks involved whenever they enter into a collaborative 
relationship with a midwife, and should take steps to 
reduce their potential exposure. This requires that obste-
tricians carefully formulate their collaborative relation-
ships. 

The following are some issues to specifically address 
when establishing collaborative relationships with mid-
wives in an effort to reduce medical malpractice expo-
sure as a physician. First, the obstetrician should careful-
ly interview, and investigate, the midwife to make sure 
the midwife is well trained, fully qualified and certified, 
is adequately experienced, and has a good reputation 
and track record. 

Next, the obstetrician must draft and maintain 
a written Collaboration Agreement (CA) that details 
the obligations and responsibilities of the midwife. As 
to the specific terms of the CA, perhaps the most im-
portant one we can suggest is that obstetricians require 
in the written CA that the midwife manage the labor 
and delivery in the hospital where the obstetrician has 
privileges. This is critically important because the most 
dangerous scenario will be one wherein an obstetrical 
emergency arises under the midwife’s care and time is 
now of the essence in treating that emergency. If one 
has to first transport the patient to a hospital from the 
patient’s home or some other location that is not fully 
equipped to handle all obstetrical emergencies, critical 
time will have been lost. 

 Secondly, in the CA physicians should selectively 
collaborate only with midwives who agree to limit their 
deliveries to low risk pregnancies as described by ACOG 
(“uncomplicated, singleton term pregnancies with a ver-
tex presentation.”2). We would elaborate on this defi-
nition by adding that a low risk pregnancy would not 
include any woman who had any co-morbidities (i.e. 
diabetes, coagulopathies, etc.), nor patients with prior 
Cesarean section deliveries, nor advanced maternal age, 
any placental abnormalities, maternal obesity, macrocos-
mic fetuses, or any fetus with any abnormalities detected 
on pre-natal screening.  

1  N.Y. Education Law, §6951.
2 Obstetric Care Consensus, The AmericAn congress of 
 obsTeTriciAns And gynecologisTs (February 2015), 
 http://www.acog.org/Resources-And-Publications/Obstetric-Care-
 Consensus-Series/Levels-of-Maternal-Care. 

Very importantly, obstetricians must require in the 
written CA that the midwife maintain the maximum 
amount of professional liability insurance and excess 
coverage available to midwives, and that the midwife 
is fully licensed. The midwife must provide to the ob-
stetrician written documentation of licensure and pro-
fessional liability insurance, and such evidence must be 
maintained current. Of course, the CA must contain a 
clear length of the term of the relationship, and address 
the issues of the times / dates that the obstetrician will 
provide coverage, with terms as to back-up coverage for 
the days and times the obstetrician is not available. 

Physicians may also limit their exposure by help-
ing educate patients about the individualized and gen-
eralized benefits and risks associated with physician and 
midwife led deliveries. It is paramount that all related 
discussions be documented in the patient’s chart to promote 
defensibility. Physicians can use pre-natal presentations 
as opportunities to foster safe decision-making by ex-
plaining why it is important for both the mother and 
newborn to deliver at a hospital so that all the personnel 
and equipment necessary to promptly handle any emer-
gency will be available if needed. Of course, while the 
low risk pregnancies do not require such sophisticated 
treatment capabilities in the vast majority of the cases, 
that will be of little consolation to the physician or the 
patient, when an emergency does occur and there is a 
bad outcome that could have been prevented. 

Similarly, physicians should discuss birthing plans 
with patients because some plans may limit the ability 
of the physician to properly respond to an emergency 
situation. For example, physicians should advise patients 
against refusing to allow the placement of an IV line. 
Such refusal may render the physician unable to provide 
proper medical care if an emergency situation arises. We 
counsel doctors to not accept patients who insist on lim-
iting important medical practices. Patients should also 
be advised that at home births are strongly not recom-
mended because of the built-in delay in treatment that 
will occur in the event of an emergency. Water births are 
also not recommended because there is documentation 
of associated adverse events, not surprisingly including 
drowning, as well as increased neo-natal infections. One 
might also point out the obvious that we are human be-
ings and not dolphins. 

Moreover, physicians should discuss and concretely 
define the role of doulas during childbirth if patients ex-
press interest in their presence. Doulas cannot be repre-
sentatives of the patient; rather they are trained “to pro-
vide continuous physical, emotional and informational 
support to a mother before, during and shortly after 
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S ince the recent presidential election, and subse-
 quent reporting of President-Elect Trump’s 
transition planning and cabinet appointments, 
conventional wisdom has been that this promises to be a 
conservative administration. Historically, administrative 
agencies (such as the DOL, EEOC and OSHA) 
reporting to a conservative president are less expansive 
in their interpretation and enforcement of the laws 
protecting employees. Likewise, conservative presidents 
do not usually champion new laws creating employee 
protections. We shall all see what comes to pass. 
However, even if these assertions turn out to be correct, 
the presidential election may have less effect on New York 
employers than employers in other states. New York has 
a Democratic governor, a Democratic dominated New 
York City Council and a Democratic Mayor of New 
York City. New York’s generally more liberal lawmakers 
are already — and will likely to continue — to fill any 
perceived gaps in the employee protections that may 
arise on the federal level. 

A few examples are of note. First, on the campaign 
trail, President-elect Trump proposed paid maternity 

childbirth to help her achieve the healthiest, most sat-
isfying experience possible.”3 As such, physicians should 
emphasize - and document - during informed consent 
discussions that doulas are not trained to provide medi-
cal services, and should not interfere with the doctor-pa-
tient relationship and medical decision making. Clearly 
defining the limitation of the role of a doula prior to 
delivery may help limit medical malpractice liability, 
which is sometimes increased with doulas that are asser-
tive and who may delay medical intervention through 
their staunch opposition.

Patient delivery preferences should not be ignored, 
but physicians are in a primary role to explain the risks 
and benefits of midwife and physician led deliveries as 
well as the role of doulas. Midwife led, and doula accom-
panied, deliveries may be, and often are, performed suc-
cessfully for low risk pregnancies. Still, unforeseen com-

plications cannot be completely prevented and a proper 
CA can help reduce the physician’s liability exposure. 

Anthony M. Sola is a Senior Trial Partner at 
Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP. Mr. Sola has lit-
igated hundreds of lawsuits in both federal 
and state courts in his more than 38 years 
representing both hospitals and physicians 
in medical malpractice cases and corpora-
tions in products liability. Mr. Sola is a Fellow 
of the American College of Trial Lawyers.

Michelle A. Frankel is an Associate at Martin 
Clearwater & Bell LLP where she focuses her 
practice on the defense of medical malprac-
tice matters.
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Whether the

new Trump administration 

eventually implements 

employment related laws 

or perhaps even rolls back or 

reduces regulation of

the American workplace, 

the fact is New York employers 

are more likely to be affected by 

state and local laws 

and regulations.
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3 What is a Doula?, donA inTernATionAl, https://www.dona.org/
 what-is-a-doula/.

How Will the Trump Administration 
Affect the Workplace in New York?
By GreGory B. reilly and adaM G. Guttell
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leave of six weeks. Whether or not President-elect Trump 
(and the Republican majority in Congress) implements 
such a proposal, the fact is that New York is ahead on 
this front. New York’s Governor Cuomo earlier this 
year signed legislation adopting 12-weeks of paid family 
leave, which will be implemented in phases. During the 
first phase, starting on January 1, 2018, employees will 
be eligible for eight weeks of paid leave earning 50% of 
their regular pay capped at 50% of the statewide average 
weekly pay. The number of weeks and amount of pay 
increases annually thereafter until 2021 when employees 
will be eligible for 12 full weeks of paid leave at 67% of 
their regular weekly pay capped at 67% of the statewide 
average weekly pay.

Second, President-elect Trump also proposed 
increasing the federal minimum wage to $10 per hour. 
Again, New York is ahead of the President-elect.  Earlier 
this year, Governor Cuomo signed into law a minimum 
wage hike that will gradually raise New York’s minimum 
wage from $9/hour to $15/hour. The amount of the 
minimum wage increases over time will vary by region 
within New York and, in certain instances, by employer 
size and industry.

Third, we note that while President-elect Trump has 
made no proposals respecting independent contractors, 
New York City has taken the lead. Thus, New York City’s 
Mayor recently signed into law the “Freelance Isn’t Free 
Act,” which aims to protect independent contractors 
against wage theft. This law – the first-of-its-kind in 
the nation – provides certain independent contractors 
with legal protections and rights in a sector that was 
largely unregulated. Among the several provisions in the 
law, independent contractor services valued at $800 or 
more must be reduced to writing with terms to include 

an itemization of services, the value of services to be 
provided, the rate and method of compensation, and 
the date on which payment is due or, if unspecified, 
the mechanism by which the date of payment will be 
determined. 

Whether the new Trump administration eventually 
implements employment related laws or perhaps 
even rolls back or reduces regulation of the American 
workplace, the fact is New York employers are more likely 
to be affected by state and local laws and regulations. For 
appropriate guidance on how to properly plan for and 
address these changes, you may speak with one of the 
attorneys in Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP’s Employment 
and Labor Practice Group.

Gregory B. Reilly is a Partner and the 
Head of Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP’s 
Employment & Labor Practice Group. Greg 
is an experienced litigator and counselor 
who has been practicing in the employment 
and labor law field for over 20 years in a 
variety of areas including healthcare, 
hospitality, staffing and retail.

Adam G. Guttell is a Partner in Martin 
Clearwater & Bell LLP’s Employment & 
Labor Practice Group. He has extensive 
experience advising employers of all sizes 
in diverse industries including health care, 
finance, manufacturing, transportation 
and hospitality. As a member of MCB’s 
Employment & Labor Practice Group, he 
represents clients in employment-related 
issues ranging from discrimination and 
harassment to violations of all state and 
federal fair employment law.

How Will the Trump Administration 
Affect the Workplace in New York?
Continued from page 5

Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP
is proud to announce that the Firm has again been selected 
for inclusion in the 2017 Edition of 
“Best Law Firms” by U.S. News and Best Lawyers®.
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•  Medical Malpractice Law – Defendants 
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Case Results
August 2016: General Liability Verdict – Safe Premises: Senior Trial Partner, John J. Barbera, assisted by Asso-
ciates Aisling McAllister and Olivia DeBellis, obtained a defense verdict in Supreme Court, Bronx County before 
Judge Julia Rodriguez. The case involved the defense of a commercial building in Manhattan on a claim of failure 
to inspect and maintain safe premises. The plaintiff alleged that he was confined to a wheelchair and permanent-
ly disabled after being struck in the head by a metal paper towel and trash receptacle that was built into a wall. 
The plaintiff underwent cervical fusion of his fifth cervical vertebrae as a result of the injury and claimed onset of 
chronic regional pain syndrome. Plaintiff sought over six million dollars in damages. The defense called an expert in 
materials science and bio-mechanical engineering to challenge the plaintiff ’s theory of how the accident occurred. 
The defense also disputed the relationship of his claimed injuries to the accident.  The jury returned a verdict for the 
defense based largely on the expert testimony of the bio-mechanical engineer who demonstrated that the unit could 
not have fallen down based on the reasonably safe and  sound manner in which it was securely fastened to the wall.

August 2016: MCB Employment Team Obtains Dismissal of Whistleblower Retaliation Lawsuit in New York 
Federal Court: The United States District Court for the Southern District of New York recently granted MCB’s 
motion for summary judgment dismissing a whistleblower lawsuit in favor of an MCB hospital client.  The former 
hospital department head claimed he was terminated because of his complaints about alleged patient care problems.  
The Court rejected the department head’s whistleblower claim and instead found that the hospital terminated the 
Plaintiff after it made a business decision to eliminate his entire department. The case required the Court’s inter-
pretation of Section 741 of the New York Labor Law, which specifically creates a legal cause of action for healthcare 
employee whistleblowers.  To date, there have been few reported decisions under this statute and, therefore, MCB’s 
victory in this case is likely to serve as a useful precedent for other healthcare employers. MCB employment and 
labor partners Gregory B. Reilly and Adam G. Guttell represented the hospital in obtaining this positive result.

September 2016: Defense Verdict in Laparoscopic Exploration Case: Senior trial partner, John L.A. Lyddane, 
assisted by Partner Thomas J. Kroczynski received a defense verdict in Supreme Court, Nassau County before 
Justice Arthur Diamond. The case involved a 45 year old female patient of our client who underwent laparoscopic 
exploration for a pseudocyst which had malignant potential at defendant hospital. Adhesions were lysed, the ovaries 
were sampled, and the pseudocyst was drained. The pathology showed an absence of malignancy but the patient 
returned to the hospital two days after the ambulatory procedure and it was found that she had an injury to the sig-
moid colon which required a colon resection and temporary colostomy. The colostomy was reversed but the patient 
never returned to work, underwent surgery for an incisional hernia after her colostomy reversal, and had a number 
of somatic complaints which she attributed to the surgical complication.  The defense focused on the absence of 
any indication that the patient had a perforation of the sigmoid colon at the time of surgery and the many factors 
which can contribute to a delayed bowel perforation which may only be recognized days to weeks after surgery. The 
jury returned a verdict in favor of the defense on behalf of our defendant doctor.

September 2016: Summary Judgment in Failure to Diagnose and Treat Myocardial Infarction Case: Senior 
trial partner, Peter T. Crean, assisted by partner Daniel L. Freidlin obtained a dismissal in Nassau County Supreme 
Court before Justice George Peck.  Plaintiffs claimed that the defendant hospital staff failed to diagnose and treat 
and acute myocardial infarction leading to permanent heart damage.  The hospital records reflect that the plaintiff 
eloped from the emergency department after an EKG was performed but before he could be evaluated by an at-
tending physician.  He was diagnosed with a myocardial infarction at another institution approximately two hours 
later.  Although there was an issue as to whether our client’s emergency department attending physician correctly 
interpreted the EKG, we presented the evidence in a way that made it near impossible for the plaintiff ’s lawyer 
to rebut our argument that it the patient’s departure from our emergency department that led to his injuries.  We 
argued that the plaintiff ’s elopement from the emergency department within ninety minutes of arrival prevented 
our client from timely transferring him to the cardiac catheterization laboratory for intervention.  The plaintiff ’s 
attorney was unable to rebut our summary judgment motion and the case was dismissed.
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information about significant legal developments only, and should not be used for specific

advice. legal Anyone wishing to retain Ma water rtin Clear & Bell LLP should contact Donna E. Edbril, Managing

Partner, 220 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10017, (212) 697-3122.
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Connecticut 
1 Landmark Square
Stamford, CT 06901
203-738-5226 phone
203-738-5227 fax

 

     MCB is excited to announce 
that Donna Edbril will be 
taking on the role of Managing 
Partner. Donna replaces Mi-
chael Sonkin, who has served 
in the position for the past 5 
years and will return to his 

full time duties as a senior trial partner.
     Donna, who began her legal career at MCB 
after graduating from Georgetown Law, 

returned to MCB as Managing Partner as of 
November 1st. Donna’s experience includes 
serving as Vice President and Associate 
General Counsel for Avon Products, the Chief 
Legal Officer for Godiva, Inc. and most recent-
ly as the General Counsel for Cache, Inc.
  The Firm believes Donna’s expertise as a 
valued advisor to large and mid-size, private 
and public companies will be invaluable to our 
clients and the Firm in her new role at MCB.

Donna E. Edbril joins the Firm as 
Managing Partner effective November 1, 2016

MCB   NEWS

MCB in Best Lawyers 
in America for 2017
Martin Clearwater & Bell LLP Congratulates Anthony M. Sola 
on his recognition as Best Lawyers® 2017 Medical Malpractice 
Defense “Lawyer of the Year” for New York City.

Five MCB Partners were recently selected to Best Lawyers
in America 2017:

Anthony M. Sola: Medical Malpractice Law – Defendants 
and Personal Injury Litigation – Defendants (New York City)

Peter T. Crean: Medical Malpractice Law – Defendants, Personal Injury Litigation – 
Defendants and Legal Malpractice Law – Defendants (New York City)

Bruce G. Habian: Medical Malpractice Law – Defendants,  Personal Injury Litigation – 
Defendants and Legal Malpractice Law – Defendants (New York City)

John L.A. Lyddane: Medical Malpractice Law – Defendants and Personal Injury Litigation 
– Defendants (New York City)

Kenneth R. Larywon: Health Care Law (New York City)
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